MILLEFIORI
A WORKSHOP BY TOBY LISCHKO
Quilt size: 58” x 58”
314-913-1197
tlischko@yahoo.com
www.gatewayquiltsnstuff.com
This is a technique class for learning how to do foundation paper piecing with freezer paper and how to fussycut designs. NO paper to tear off when finished! Techniques for perfect curves every time is also included.
A kit fee of $30 is required which includes acrylic templates, pattern, seam guide, CD of handouts, and freezer
paper foundation. I can also put together fabric kits for $110.00 for the entire quilt or $22.00 for the class
sample. I need 2 weeks notice so I can ship the kits.
FABRIC REQUIREMENTS: This is a technique class. If you want to make the whole quilt, fabric requirements
are below. For class you will need: one quarter each of one light and one contrasting fabrics, ½ yard of a
second contrasting fabric that will be used in the block, border and binding, ½ yard small stripe and up
to ½ yard print to fussy-cut (you will need to find 4 repeats in the print).
To make the whole quilt:
Fabric A: 1 1/2 yard theme print for center of block. Medium size print is best.
Fabric B: 1 1/2 yards light background of NYB (lavender in mine)
Fabric C: 2 1/4 yards contrast fabric #1 used in points, border 2, and binding.
(Navy in mine)
Fabric D: 3/4 yard contrast fabric #2 used in points and border 1 (turquoise in mine).
Fabric E: 2 5/8 yards small decorative stripe fabric for fussy-cutting (background of the block).
Fabric F: 1 1/2 yards contrast fabric #3 used in circle of NYB block (purple in mine).
SUPPLIES
Sewing machine, open toe and regular sewing foot and preferably needle right position.
Neutral sewing thread for top and bobbin.
Fine silk sewing pins (0.50mm or smaller), fabric scissors, seam ripper.
Rotary cutting system: Small mat (12” x 12” rotating mat is good), small rotary cutter
(preferably 28mm NO 60mm), ruler.
Paper scissors, Scotch tape
6” Magic Mirrors by Marti Michell;
Optional:Add-a-quarter ruler.
I will have some supplies available for purchase if you have difficulty finding them.

